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Gill, Manraj, Graduate Teaching Assistant - Overall rating: 6.8

Teaching in Recitation

 

Quality of Teaching
Rating Scale: 1=Strongly Disagree, 4=Neutral, 7=Strongly Agree, N/A=Not
Applicable (7 is best)

 AVG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 RESPONSES MEDIAN STDEV
Stimulated interest 6.5 11 7.0 0.69
Displayed thorough knowledge of subject material 6.8 11 7.0 0.4
Helped me learn 6.9 11 7.0 0.3

 

 
Rating Scale: 1=Very Poor, 7=Excellent, N/A=Not Applicable (7
is best)

 AVG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 RESPONSES MEDIAN STDEV
Overall rating 6.8 11 7.0 0.4

 
Comments on teaching (strengths, areas for improvement)

Student 1765 - Hi Manraj, I was just at one of your office hour sessions in September but wanted to write in that you were a huge help and I really appreciated your
willingness to explain content to me. You never made me feel silly for the lack of information I know, and I appreciate it!

Student 4422 - I wasn't in recitation all that often, but when I was Manraj was super helpful in answering questions and sending out additional materials and following up on
questions raised in recitation.

Student 10328 - First off, I want to tell Manraj that his recitation was really helpful. It was super beneficial in getting familiar with the things that I wasn't sure on (which to be
honest, was kind of a lot). I also really liked the fact that he would take time to send emails after some recitations regarding questions we had in class with more detail. There
were some times were he couldn't answer our questions, (in his defense, some of the questions we asked weren't so simple) but in those instances, he made sure to answer
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them the next class or before the next class via email. Hm. In terms of improvement, time wise, there are a number of classes where I feel like we don't quite go over
everything that we planned to. That's probably because he spends a lot of time going over the questions we ask though.

Student 14813 - The best TA I've had this semester. Helped us understand the material intuitively and went above and beyond to help us get the material. Honestly, I learn
just as much from his recitation compared to lectures. Wonderful class, wonderful experience.

Student 24573 - Has a great attitude and contagious passion for what he teaches. The recitation handouts and questions are very useful and informative. He encourages
questions and interacts with students during recitation. He clearly enjoys what he does and spreads it to his students

Student 47575 - Manraj clearly loves biology. His enthusiasm made me want to work hard. He was very understanding and helpful as a TA.

Student 58596 - He is such a king. He is the best ta I have had at MIT and he will be the best ta I will have at MIT. He really wants us to learn and goes out of his way to help
us. He has a quite deep knowledge of the topics. He answers all our questions with such clarity. He advocates for us. He takes extra time out of his day to make sure we
understand the concepts in extra office hours before tests and very detailed email responses to questions. I tried multiple recitations which were very bad before stumbling
upon him and I will say my understanding of this subject would be substantially worse. I wish he could be my ta for all classes. I don't know if he is interested in being a
professor, but he would make for an incredible professor.
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